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ABSTRACT
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10 pages. https://doi.org/10.1145/3459637.3481894

It is still challenging to effectively identify rumors due to rapid
changes in people’s interests and perceptions. To enhance rumor
detectors, we first need to better understand which rumors are effective (in terms of bypassing detection) and their characteristics. In
this paper, we introduce ARGH, a novel framework to automatically
generate rumors using recent advancements in natural language
processing, customized to target and generate specific topics. To
show the effectiveness of ARGH, we conducted a user study with 212
participants and analyzed how well humans can detect the rumors
generated by ARGH, and we also tested its performance against the
state-of-the-art rumor detection model PLAN [17]. Surprisingly,
the experimental results demonstrate that the generated rumors
are significantly harder to identify as rumors than hand-written
rumors, degrading the detection accuracy by both humans and machines by 18.87% and 17.62%, respectively. We believe that ARGH will
be a useful tool to obtain high quality and evasive rumor datasets
quickly, which is often a tedious and time consuming task. Further,
our analysis results provide valuable insight into how to characterize evasive rumors and how they can be generated, which will help
to enhance the existing rumor detection techniques.

1

Rumors are prevalent in today’s society, causing harms in many
ways (e.g., financial, social and even physical). For example, amidst
the COVID-19 pandemic, a rumor began circulating that injecting disinfectants could cure the virus. Although the rumor was
quickly disproven, there were increases in calls to poison control
centers regarding the ingestion and contact with bleach products
which could be correlated with the dissemination of misinformation. Hence, there is of paramount importance to monitor, control,
and limit the spread of rumors, which can negatively impact our
society with respect to (but are not limited to) social and economic
damages.
Developing a framework to aid in the detection of rumors has
become an increasingly important objective. While rumor detection has been well explored using various machine learning (ML)
techniques [40, 45], existing ML classifiers have suffered from low
accuracy with new and unseen topics [18]. Further, confirming the
veracity of rumors involves many steps [49], including detection,
tracking, stance classification, and veracity classification. The detection step is most critical; if an actual rumor gets classified as
non-rumor, then it is no longer tracked for validation. Our work
is motivated to address the limitation of existing detection models,
which lack the capabilities to detect rumors that are out-of-domain
from their training data. Hence, we must comprehensively understand the characteristics of rumors when the context changes (e.g.,
the topic of interest) in order to improve rumor detection when
applied to out-of-domain datasets.
To improve rumor detection, we need to better understand the
characteristics of rumors that can be applied to out-of-domain data
sets. To do so, we propose a rumor generation framework ARGH
that automatically generates rumors to exploit the weaknesses of
current rumor detectors.1 In turn, this can be used to support rumor
detection classifiers by providing better, pre-labeled training sets,
as well as a better understanding of how evasive rumors are structured. Moreover, ARGH can generate customized rumors through
fine-tuned features as parameters, producing text that looks like
a legitimate, convincing fact (under the eyes of rumor detection
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models and humans) tailored to the input parameters, while still
containing misinformation. 2
To evaluate ARGH, we conducted a user study with 212 participants to understand human perception on our generated rumors,
and against a state-of-the-art rumor detection model PLAN [17] to
understand how well existing solutions withstand rumors generated
by ARGH. The results show that humans had significant difficulty in
identifying generated rumors compared with written rumors with
a drop in accuracy by 18.87%. Similarly, PLAN also struggled to
detect our generated rumors with a drop in relative accuracy by
17.62%, highlighting potential limitations in current rumor detection models. Hence, ARGH could be useful for enhancing existing
rumor detection solutions by providing evasive, synthetic rumor
datasets. The contributions of our paper are as follows.

posts for rumor classification. Comparisons between it and other
state-of-the-art detection models showed promising performance
(e.g., 0.87 F1 score). Ma et al. [28] proposed a generative adversarial
network (GANs) approach in which two generative neural models
were developed, one for distorting rumors to make them seem like
non-rumors and one for the reverse task, in order to complicate the
detection task and force the discriminator into learning stronger
rumor indicative representations. However, as highlighted by Fedus
et al. [11], GANs may find discrete language generations challenging
since they were perform best on outputting differentiable values.
Ruchansky et al. [35] employed a model dubbed CSI, a hybrid
DL model using LSTM for fake news detection. Unlike other DL
approaches, CSI does not require the use of temporal, user, or structural features (i.e., the main focus is to use contents only), which is
comparable to ARGH that focuses on the text itself for identifying
rumors. The LSTM is fed with temporal data about patterns of
user activity. Two datasets were tested, obtaining accuracies of 0.89
and 0.95, respectively. While these approaches showed promising
results, only a few previous works reported on detecting unseen
rumors. Furthermore, DL models can require huge datasets that
may lead to the cost and availability of data issues [1]; problem we
aim to address by proposing an effective rumor generator.

• We develop the first, to the best of our knowledge, automated
rumor generation framework that can fine-tune features to
generate highly customized rumors;
• We implement a set of metrics to characterize and evaluate
generated rumors;
• We conduct a user survey with 212 participants to analyze
how well humans can(not) differentiate rumors;
• We evaluate the performance of state-of-the-art rumor detection model PLAN [17] against our generated rumors and
reveal its weakness.

2.2

Natural Language Generation

The synthesis of generating rumors relies on a combination of
computational tasks orientated around natural language generation (NLG). Hence, this subsection will explore existing machine
learning architectures geared towards NLG.
The deep learning transformer model proposed by Vaswani et al.
[41] has become the basis of contemporary NLP architectures, superseding previously proposed models. Notable transformers include
the Bidirectional Embedding Representations from Transformers
(BERT) model developed by Google [10] that uses pre-trained language representations from a large, unsupervised text corpus and
can achieve state-of-the-art results on various NLP tasks. Wang
and Cho [42] demonstrated that BERT could produce reasonably
fluent and diverse unsupervised NLGs, comparable to the GPT language model. While we see the generative texts are of good quality,
these samples show misuse of punctuation and an overall lack of
semantic coherence. The GPT-2 model [33], developed by OpenAI,
superseded the GPT model and outperformed BERT in various NLP
tasks, including NLG. GPT-2 can learn NLP tasks without any explicit supervision. Radford et al. [34] further demonstrated GPT-2’s
ability to complete unseen contexts with high levels of quality and
fluidity. Its performance is attributed to its training dataset size of
8 million web pages and its parameterization size of 1.5 billion.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Rumor Detection
We define a rumor for our context as unverified pieces of information in the short text format of social media posts, while rumor detection is defined as determining the veracity value of a rumor using
automated machine learning systems [24]. Previous work explored
the development of rumor detection solutions, which can be divided
into two main categories: machine learning (ML) approaches and
deep learning (DL) approaches.3 Many ML approaches demonstrate
deteriorated performance on unseen instances, and capturing these
may require retraining on new datasets [18]. This poses a problem
as rumors on unseen contexts can appear spontaneously. Hence,
we focus more on DL approaches in this paper. These approaches
typically tackle rumor detection as a classification problem (i.e.,
previous studies focused on developing solutions that can label
unseen pieces of text as either rumor or non-rumor). We would
also like to highlight that the rumor itself for ARGH is in the text,
not the shared article. Hence, we cannot ensure that techniques
for detecting fake news articles work well for rumor-like tweets
due to size and style differences (i.e., existing fake news generation
techniques have not been verified in their effectiveness when used
for generating short-text rumors such as tweets).
DL frameworks have the advantage over ML frameworks in that
they can learn hidden representations from raw inputs without
over-reliance on manually crafted features [3]. For example, Chen
et al. [7] presented an RNN model for early rumor detection, which
focused on temporal relations between sequential social media

2.3

Rumor Generation

While many ML models have been proposed for rumor detection,
little work has been done in implementing generative models that
produce convincing rumors.
The previously mentioned GANs generator by Ma et al. [28]
somewhat incorporated this idea, where text generators were developed as a component of the GANs to feed in synthetically generated
texts. The given examples of the generator text posts did show syntagmatic and paradigmatic coherence, albeit weakly. Another paper

2 Here,

the term feature refers to the intrinsic characteristics of a rumor, which can
include topic, degree, user’s sentiment, network structural and content features [9].
3 Although DL falls under ML in context, many rumor detection surveys separate them
as DL models do not require hand-crafted features [3, 30].
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analysis tools such as Google Trends4 . Further, we obtained roughly
two million tweets relating to various news events during the period
of 2016 – 2017. Proposed by Shwartz et al. [38] for the purpose of
predicate paraphrase extraction, we utilize this large-scale Twitter
corpus in the fine-tuning of ARGH to provide it with the general
syntactic form of a tweet. These datasets are used in fine-tuning
the rumor generator (Section 3.3).

features the “rumor mill” developed by Inie et al. [14]. A physical,
interactive “mill” is presented, which can take topics, degrees of
believability, and tense as user parameters and output an automatically generated text rumor. Lastly, Grover was proposed by Zellers
et al. [44], which generates fake news to improve the detection
mechanism, a similar goal to our paper. However, Grover’s generated texts are raw outputs from GPT-2. where our user study later
shows that using random outputs from GPT-2 is easily detected by
humans (Section 5.2). This implies only “good” generations should
be used, which was not explored in their study. The authors also
stated poor performance on new, unseen rumors, as well as significantly degraded performance in handling short-form text. Grover is
also very expensive both in cost ($35K USD for training each model
vs. free GPT-2) and in training time (two weeks of training), making
it impractical for multiple topics. Further, Grover’s rumor detection
method is focused on whether the text is generated by human or
machine, not the context – leading to low accuracy as machinegenerated texts get better. Lastly, Grover needs extensive human
labor to direct generation, as stated by the authors, whereas our
approach has been set up to be autonomous and can be scaled up
easily. Hence, Grover’s limitations highlighted above are addressed
in this paper.

3

3.2

ARGH: THE RUMOR GENERATOR

Despite recent notable advancements in the NLG field, its use in rumor generation is mostly under-explored. Rumor generation is not
simply auto-generating false information; our proposed framework
can customize the rumor in terms of the topic/event of interest and
the fitness of generated rumors. For example, OpenAI, the creator
of GPT-3 and many other ML/DL-based frameworks, has stated
that “tweaking language model outputs to consistently generate
convincing template messages without significant human oversight
is still difficult.” [39]. Hence, this work focused on how to generate
convincing template messages (i.e., rumors) without significant
human oversight, rather than advances in technical details such
as performance. To do this, we propose ARGH, a rumor generation
pipeline that generates rumors of content conforming to user input
in microblog posts. It consists of the four main steps: (1) data collection, (2) feature extraction, (3) rumor generation, and (4) metrics
and filtering for measuring the goodness of generated rumors. We
allow further customization of output rumors with respect to topics and/or fitness of information to generate rumors for targeted
purposes. These steps and their relations are depicted, as shown in
Figure 1, the following subsections describe each step in detail.

3.1

Feature Extraction

We create the processed dataset by calculating the term frequencyinverse document frequency (TF-IDF), and the word frequency
per n-gram in each tweet in the Twitter dataset [23]. The TF-IDF
score determines the importance of a word in a document, which
is proportional to the number of times a word appears in a corpus
but is offset by the frequency of the word in the document. This
gives an indicator of the most topical words within the tweet. The
word frequency is the same but without the offset, capturing the
more diverse and unique word choices within tweets. This forms
the basis of feature extraction; we build a list of keywords that are
strongly representative of each tweet.
We noticed the use of monograms allowed for the best generalizations from the model compared to bigrams or above. This may
be true to the typical short length of a tweet; we cannot extract
enough higher-order n-grams without overlapping their internal
monograms, causing an over-representation of those monograms.
Thus, we used these monograms as keywords for fine-tuning.
Words are then chosen from the keywords list, half of which are
chosen based on highest word frequency, the other half based on
highest TF-IDF. The number of keywords used can be varied; for
our experiments, eight were used to reflect the average number of
non-stop words found in the two million tweets dataset. We use the
combination of these words as the context in our prefix in order
to build the most encapsulating representation of the source tweet.
The context keywords are randomly shuffled to remove word order
as a feature. We then concatenate them with the source tweet in
addition to special tokens for delimiters and the start/end of the
text. Keyword extraction methods, keyword order, and the number
of keywords can be further explored for their effect on generation.
Finally, we use the processed tweets as training data for fine-tuning
GPT-2 [34]. Similar feature extraction is used for generating from a
reference tweet; however, instead of TF-IDF and word frequency
extraction, we use parts of speech (POS) tagging to extract the most
relevant words from the tweet. The generated output is hence a
continuation of the keywords. Users are also able to specify their
own keywords to adjust the linguistic attributes of the output.

Data Collection

3.3

Using Twitter’s API, we collected tweets about various real-world
events, including the COVID-19 pandemic, the Beirut explosion,
and the 2020 US presidential election, and collated each of them
into their own topic dataset. We used 5000 tweets for each. This
relatively low number of tweets was utilised to simulate real world
scenarios wherein users have limited data available, and demand
datasets describing newly emerging topics for use in early rumor
detection models. Each topic was chosen due to its recency (from
the time of data collection) and overall popularity on Twitter, as
confirmed by Twitter’s trending results page and search query

Rumor Generation

For rumor generation, we use a single input model adaptation [12],
utilising GPT-2 as the pre-trained language model [33]. GPT-2 was
chosen for its well-regarded ability to generate coherent text, and
accessibility [34]. Fine-tuning and generation experiments with
GPT-2 were done using free public resources. We train GPT-2 to
generate output rumors whose content is transferred from the given
input domain. First, we create our generic model by fine-tuning
GPT-2 on the two million tweets dataset using the output from
4 https://trends.google.com/trends/
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Figure 1: ARGH framework.

Figure 2: ARGH input format.
𝐹𝐺 ,
we define the proportion of failed generations 𝑃𝐹𝐺 as 𝑃𝐹𝐺 = 𝑇𝐺
where 𝐹𝐺 is the number of failed generations within the batch
and 𝑇𝐺 is the total number of generations. Within a batch, this
proportion gives a measure of the efficiency of the generator (i.e.,
minimizing this metric means better generations come out more
often).

the feature extraction module as the fine-tuning input shown in
Figure 2. The input enables GPT-2 to learn to generate rumors
based on the keywords given, learning the semantic representation
through the keywords and the syntactic form through the tweets.
As shown in Figure 2, the generation input is the incomplete finetuning input where the subsequent generated tweet is decoded as
a continuation by GPT-2 [33]. This generic model can be used in
a zero-shot setting5 , where in addition to the context keywords,
a contextual paragraph is prepended to be inserted into GPT-2
context window to generate tweets that are out of domain with
what GPT-2 was fine-tuned on. The generic model can also be
further fine-tuned on a few in-domain tweets to be used in a low
resource fine-tuning setting.

3.4

3.4.2 Repetition. Repetition refers to the generator’s propensity
to output text ending with repeating tokens and phrases. Such
texts are considered to be of poor quality due to their reduced
coherence. An example of a repetitive text would be “people infected
with coronavirus coronavirus coronavirus. . . ” The proportion of
repetitions within a corpus of generations 𝑃𝑅𝐺 is defined as 𝑃𝑅𝐺 =
𝑅𝐺
𝑇𝐺 , where 𝑅𝐺 is the number of generations that show repetition
within the batch and 𝑇𝐺 is the total number of generations.

Metrics and Filter

We require the generator output to be of acceptable quality before
we consider its evaluation on rumor detection. We employ six NLG
metrics covering various aspects to assess the performance of ARGH.

3.4.3 Readability. Readability refers to the sum of the text elements
that affect a reader’s understanding, reading speed, and interest
level in the text material [8]. We use the Flesch Reading Ease Score
(FRES) [8] to determine the readability of our generations due to
its wide availability, ease of use, and ability to be used in more
generalized contexts compared to other tests. Typically, a higher
FRES indicates the given text material is easier to read, while lower
numbers indicate more challenging to read passages.

3.4.1 Failed Generations. A “failed” generation refers to any generation that is: (1) still contains the special or class tokens supplied
to the generator in fine-tuning and input modeling, or (2) is uncharacteristically lengthy for a microblog post. In our test cases using
tweets, we consider a failed generation to be over 280 characters 6 .
These conditions can be adjusted for the various character limits
and other conformity regulations of other social media outlets. Here,

3.4.4 Self-BLEU. We use Self-BLEU [48] as a metric (denoted as
Self-BLEU Score, or SBS), to both evaluate the diversity of the generations and to benchmark generations relative to other generation

5 This

is to generate rumors on topics and events it never was trained on.
6 The character limit for Twitter.
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sets. Self-BLEU is an extension of the BLEU score7 , which assesses
the n-gram similarity between two sentences. Self-BLEU is calculated by computing the BLEU score of each generation against
every other generation as references, then averaging the outcomes.
SBS is measured on a 0 to 1 scale; a lower score indicates greater
diversity within the corpus.

3.5

Topic

For further customization of generated rumors, we implement a
topic module that scopes the topic of rumors generated using ARGH.
A trained Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model [2] is used because it is currently considered the state-of-the-art solution for
the topic modelling due to its proven ability to reliably generate
topics as well as infer topics from unseen documents [31]. When a
generation corpus has been prepared, the corpus is used to train the
LDA model, and its topic distribution is returned. This distribution
can be analyzed to gain insight into what influence topic selection
has over the output of ARGH.

3.4.5 RoBERTa Detection Model. The RoBERTa Detection Model
(RoBERTa) [39] is a masked and non-generative language model
developed and fine-tuned by OpenAI for the task of classifying
machine and human-written text. We use the RoBERTa base model
(125 million parameters), which has shown a classification accuracy of 96.6%8 over GPT-2 medium, to classify our generations.
RoBERTa score is given in between 0 and 1; values above 0.5 return the ℎ𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑛 − 𝑤𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛 label, else the 𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒 − 𝑤𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛 label
is returned. We term this score as the 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑅. Since every
text in the generation corpus is machine-written, the performance
can be measured by the number of generations correctly labeled as
machine-written over the total number of generations, calculated
as 𝑅𝑅 = 𝑀𝐿𝐵
𝑇𝐺 , where 𝑅𝑅 is the RoBERTa rate, 𝑀𝐿𝐵 is the machine
labeled generated texts, and 𝑇𝐺 is the total number of generations.
Thus a lower RoBERTa rate is a desirable outcome (i.e., generated
rumors are more human-written like).

3.6

Fitness

We implement a fitness module to analyze the similarities between
our generated tweets and real tweets that exist within the Twitter
ecosystem. The goals of this analysis are two-fold; (i) to improve
our generated output’s evasiveness, and (ii) discover flaws in the
generations that inform better rumor and machine-text detection
strategies. We use the metrics from previous modules (i.e., Section
3.4.6), linguistic features (i.e., sentiment, punctuation), and content
features (i.e., hashtag use) to map their distribution on sets of real
and generated tweets. These distributions are used to find inputs
and configurations that produce the most evasive rumors given specific requirements (i.e., topic, conveyed message). Additionally, they
can reveal the biases that are currently plaguing language models
[36], allowing for methods to be developed to mitigate them [37].
Overall this module provides insight into how the input influences
the features present within the generated rumors, subsequently
informing approaches for calibrating the input to produce desired
outputs.

3.4.6 BERT Score. BERT Score [46] is an automatic evaluation
metric for text generation, computing the semantic cosine similarity
between sentences using contextual embeddings. This allows it
to correlate better with human judgements compared to existing
metrics. BERT Score is given from -1 to 1; 1 being an exact semantic
match. We use it as an assessment of the conformity of a generation
to the user input, where it is desirable for a generation to conform
to the meaning of the input. We also use BERT Score as an indicator
of the quality of a generation; a higher BERT Score is more likely to
correlate with generations of sound coherence, while a low BERT
Score captures generations of poor construction or even linguistic
noise.

3.7

Combining Steps

Our focus is on the rumor detection application, which is a critical
issue in the field of social media. Some may point out that many
of the components are existing work, but to the best of our knowledge, there is no existing work that provides a customizable rumor
generation framework that is effective, fast, and cost-saving (the
most similar current work being the Grover generative model; cost
and time-performance comparisons have been made in Section 2.
We suspect this is because it is challenging to combine the above
steps to produce effective results, strongly indicating the difficulty
in training and fine-tuning the models. This is further validated
by our user study (Table 2), which has not been conducted before,
as well as generating datasets and experimental methods for the
evaluation of rumor detection (i.e., synthetic dataset generation,
which are scarce and rare).

3.4.7 Use of Metrics. First, Readability (Section 3.4.3), SELF-BLEU
(Section 3.4.4) and RoBERTa (Section 3.4.5) metrics are used for
fine-tuning the generator. Once fine-tuned, we generate rumors
using the metrics as follows.
(1) Remove failed (Section 3.4.1) and repetitive (Section 3.4.2)
generation texts.
(2) Rank generations using BERT Score (Section 3.4.6).
(3) Filter generated rumors using Readability (Section 3.4.3),
SELF-BLEU (Section 3.4.4) and RoBERTa (Section 3.4.5).
Then, we rank generations from best to worst performing using
the BERT Score, acting as a filter for successful (i.e., not failed) but
under-performing generations. The combination of our other metrics allows us to corroborate the BERT Score’s indications for quality
generations. The use of Readability, SELF-BLEU, and RoBERTa metrics can further refine the output rumors to enhance the evasiveness.
The threshold value for each metric can be defined by the users
depending on their requirements (e.g., the individual RR value to
be greater than 0.9).

3.8

Validity of Generated Rumors

To validate that our generated texts are indeed rumors, we employ
both semantic similarity measures and manual inspection. Previous
work demonstrated the ability of semantic similarity in correlating
annotated labels across both reference and candidate texts (i.e.,
if two texts show substantial semantic similarity, they are highly
likely to be classified with the same rumor/non-rumor label) [13].
Similarly, we evaluated the outputs from ARGH, and the generated
texts achieved a high semantic similarity score (i.e., BERT Score),

7 BLEU

score is a well-known NLP metric; the full scope of its computation can be
found in [32].
8 As shown in https://openai.com/blog/gpt-2-1-5b-release
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thus inherently preserving the rumor label across our generations
similarly as found in [13]. However, this approach assumes that
semantic similarity score is accurate, where there are cases with
texts of opposite meaning that may still exhibit high semantic
similarity. An example is shown below, which is evaluated to a high
BERT Score of 0.9182, but as a human reader, the context is vastly
different (the latter is generated).

individual metrics are not robust enough to capture all aspects of a
text to determine whether it is good or bad generated texts. An indepth analysis of ARGH is presented in the next section to evaluate
its performance under various conditions.

5

• #BREAKING Armed man takes hostage in kosher grocery in
Paris: source
• BREAKING: Armed man held hostage at kosher grocery
store in #Paris. #Grocery #Hostage

5.1

To overcome this issue, we additionally inspected 500 randomly
selected sample generations manually, each sourced from rumorlabeled inputs. In our random sampling inspection, none of these
were found to be facts (i.e., they were all rumors). Using the ClopperPearson Exact test, we found a mean to be between 0 - 0.010541
at the 99% confidence level (i.e., we may find one non-rumor (fact)
generated out of 50,000 generated texts from ARGH).

4

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

For the analysis, we conduct (1) a user study to understand human
perception and ability to identify rumors (Section 5.2), and (2) a
test against the state-of-the-art rumor detection model to observe
the change in bypass rate (Section 5.3).

Experimental Setup

We used the OpenAI’s 345M GPT-2 model [33]. For fine-tuning and
generating with GPT-2, we utilized Google Colab 9 free Jupyter
notebook environment with an NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU with 16GB
of memory. Colab’s free tier was sufficient to liberally experiment
with different datasets and configurations. For calculating the metrics and training the rumor detection model PLAN, we use Gradient
Paperspace 10 which provides a cloud environment for deep learning. We hired an NVIDIA Quadro P5000 for our experiments at an
hourly rate of $0.78 USD. Given that the trained model can be used
on free-tier Colab, mass-generation of rumors using ARGH without
any cost is feasible.

CASE STUDIES: SYDNEY SIEGE (FROM
PHEME) & COVID-19

Examples of generated outputs and their associated metrics are
shown in Table 1. Two sets of examples are given: one Human
Written Rumor, one Good Generated Rumor, and one Bad Generated
Rumor are shown each for the topics of the Sydney Siege (first row)
and COVID-19 (second row).
Human-Written Rumor: We observe a 𝑃𝑅𝐺 of 0% as there is
no trailing repetition present (as with all other examples in Table
1). We see acceptable 𝐹 𝑅𝐸𝑆 scores (78.59 and 62.04), indicating both
texts are relatively easy to read. The BERT Scores are 1.0 as they
are calculated relative to the ground-truth Human Written Rumor.
Note, however, that the Individual RR fails to classify these texts as
human-written correctly.
Good Generated Rumor: These generations demonstrate the
ability of ARGH to generate high-quality outputs. The 𝐹 𝑅𝐸𝑆 scores
are lower than the human-written cases above, indicating greater
complexity. The high 𝑅𝑅 value in the COVID-19 shows the generation’s strong evasiveness against the RoBERTa (i.e., they appear to
be human-written), while the Sydney Siege generation performed
poorly. Despite this, both the Sydney Siege and COVID-19 generations were able to evade detection from both PLAN and human
evaluators, respectively. Finally, the high BERT Scores show a strong
semantic similarity between the original and generated output (i.e.,
aligns well with the given topic of interest). These metrics indicate
that these are high-quality texts in terms of good writings done by
humans.
Bad Generated Rumor: On the other hand, ARGH can also generate poor quality texts if not filtered using the described metrics.
The lower 𝐹 𝑅𝐸𝑆 in the Sydney Siege generation indicates the text
is complicated to read. However, both the BERT Scores are relatively
high, meaning they are still relatively within the topic being presented originally. In both examples, their contents can easily be
detected by human readers as a misinformation/rumor.
This case study shows that ARGH can generate rumors that contain human-like writings (as shown by metric values), but has to be
of acceptable quality (i.e., be a Good Generated Rumor). Moreover,

5.2

Public Perception on Rumors: A User Study

In this study, we examine three different topics (i.e,. COVID19, US
politics and the 2020 Beirut explosion) that have been trending keywords globally over time. An anonymous survey utilizing Amazon
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) was carried out, where responses were
restricted to workers from the United States11 with over 10,000
Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) completed on MTurk and at least
a 97% approval rate. For each topic, there were 11 tweets split into
four categories: three rumors generated by ARGH, three written rumors, three non-rumors, and two bad rumors generated by ARGH.
Generated rumors were considered “bad” if it was clear they were
not coherent (as shown in Section 4 bad generated rumors). For
each tweet, workers had three options to choose from: “This is a
rumor,” “This is NOT a rumor,” and “I’m not sure.” We received 212
valid responses, totalling 2,332 unique responses to our 11 questions. The validity of the survey responses was determined using
three main methods: (i) survey completion time should be longer
than five minutes (ii) a valid MTurk worker ID must be provided,
and (iii) a provided validation code must be entered into MTurk
by the worker after completing the survey. Responses not meeting
the above were deemed invalid and not approved. With an average
completion time of about 10 minutes, we paid workers above the
US minimum wage at $1.25 USD per HIT.
For the analysis, we only considered the number of correct and
incorrect responses for each tweet organized by topic and category.
All “I’m not sure” responses were not included in the analysis to
compare only the responses that participants were confident about.
The results are shown in Table 2, where data is grouped by category
9 Can

be found at https://colab.research.google.com/
be found at https://gradient.paperspace.com/
11 One particular topic was related to the US politics, so we restricted participants from
the US only.
10 Can
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Table 1: Metrics applied to examples of human written rumors, and good and bad quality generations.
Type
HumanWritten
Rumors

Good
Generated
Rumors
Bad
Generated
Rumors

Text
#breaking We have now heard that all airspace in the #Sydney
city has been shut down. #martinplace #Lindt cafe
Our current federal government is dysfunctional and incompetent.
It couldn’t fight off the virus. In fact, it didn’t even see it coming.
The European virus infected the Northeast while the White House
was still fixated on China.
I’m in Sydney. I hear that all the #Sydney City airspace has been
shut down. #MartinPlace
A coronavirus vaccine, successfully tested in clinical trials, has
been registered by Russia and given to 8,000 people in the country
Sorry Lindt Sydney! #MartinPlace #Australia #Sydney #Airspace
#Australian #News
Coronavirus has failed to register as a Cure in the World Health
Organization’s coronavirus database, according to an analysis by
Vaccine World

PRG
0

FRES
77.57

Individual RR
0.671586

RR Predicted Label
human-written

BERT Score
1.0

0

62.04

0.377284

machine-written

1.0

0

80.28

0.126336

machine-written

0.892171

0

33.24

0.678400

human-written

0.924138

0

28.50

0.215004

machine-written

0.833439

0

40.69

0.569893

human-written

0.834257

Table 2: Comparing Correct and Incorrect responses per Category per Topic.

COVID-19
US Politics
Beirut Explosion
All

Generated Rumors
Correct Incorrect Accuracy
340
180
65.38%
298
222
57.31%
199
289
40.78%
837
691
54.56%

Correct
413
367
447
1227

Written Rumors
Incorrect Accuracy
151
73.22%
199
64.84%
96
82.32%
446
73.43%

(generated, written, or non-rumors) and topic. On average, the
generations achieved 18.87% better accuracy than written rumors
and 8.69% better than non-rumors, implying that if our generated
rumors were released to the public, they potentially have a higher
likelihood of propagation than both written rumors and non-rumors
due to their higher believability.
We also can see the clear differences between rumors of different
topics, as shown in Figure 3. Across all three topics, our generated rumors performed substantially better than written rumors;
however, it is evident that there are large differences depending on
the topic. For example, with COVID-19, we can see that a higher
number of generated rumors were identified compared to the other
two topics. This is likely because COVID-19 is a popular and established topic that people are more aware of, which could means
that rumors about COVID-19 are more likely to be detected by
humans. On the other hand, US Politics could be more susceptible
to rumors where people’s personal interests can promote biased
decisions, resulting in a lower score. The Beirut Explosion was
an emerging topic of less direct impact to participants compared
with the others, which could mean they were less informed about
the event’s circumstances. Not being aware of the specific details
could mean rumors of this topic are harder to identify. Statistical
analysis of the results seemed to corroborate the above conjecture;
we used Fisher’s Exact Test [29] with Bonferroni correction applied
to eliminate Type I errors (i.e., at a significance level of 0.05, we
only accepted P values less than 0.017).
The result for all pairs (i.e., generated vs. written, generated
vs. non-rumors and written vs. non-rumors) were significantly
different (i.e., the p values were less than 0.01) apart from COVID19 generated vs. non-rumors and US Politics written vs. non-rumors.

Correct
340
312
252
904

Non-rumors
Incorrect Accuracy
181
65.26%
145
68.27%
197
56.12%
523
63.25%

Figure 3: Survey scores per topic.

The result indicates that the generated rumors from ARGH are more
difficult to detect than hand-written rumors by humans regardless
of the topic, recency or popularity.

5.3

Bypassing Automated Rumor Detection
Model PLAN

We evaluated the performance of ARGH to bypass the state-of-the-art
rumor detection model PLAN [17]. PLAN is selected for evaluation
since it has reportedly outperformed existing state-of-the-art rumor
detection models, including PTK by Ma et al. [26], RvNN by Ma et
al. [27], MTL2 by Kochkina et al. [20], and Tree LSTM by Kumar
and Carley [21]. Further, we use the dataset that PLAN performed
the best with (i.e., Twitter16 [38]) so that ARGH is evaluated against
the best rumor detection model currently available.
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(the statistic value is 0.0465, so the result is significant at 𝑝 < .05).
The decrease in accuracy for generated rumors may seem marginal
(within 3% for each dataset and 3.19% for all datasets), but this is due
to metadata being part of the rumor detection. To distinguish the
effects of metadata affecting the rumor detection accuracy, we also
tested Empty datasets, which are generated by removing all data
(e.g., tweets) information while retaining all metadata information
(i.e., the rumor detection carried out only on metadata information). These results are presented under Empty columns in the table,
which shows high accuracy that leaves a small gap for improvements. To find the relative improvement of our generated rumors
without considering the effects of metadata to tweets we replaced,
we apply the equation (1) to find the relative detection reduction.
Here, 𝑔 is the relative detection reduction, and 𝑎𝑐𝑐 (𝑥) represents
the detection accuracy for the input dataset 𝑥. We then calculate
that the relative detection reductions for generated rumors are 10%,
6%, and 18% for PHEME, Twitter16, and All datasets, respectively.
That is, roughly 1 in 5 generated rumor was able to bypass the
PLAN’s rumor detection. Given a mass amount of rumors can be
generated using ARGH (e.g., in thousands), this proportion is still
alarmingly high.

Figure 4: Survey scores per category.
5.3.1 Dataset: We use two publicly available datasets for the experiment; PHEME [20] and Twitter16 [38]. To only examine the
effectiveness of our generated rumors, we test using only the original rumors in the datasets. PHEME contains a total of 1972 rumor
tweets across 5 events, and Twitter16 contains a total of 498 rumor
tweets across various events collected between March to December
in 2015.
5.3.2 Metadata Population: Since ARGH only outputs rumors without any metadata or replies, we designed a dataset swapping technique for evaluations. For this data swapping to be legitimate when
testing on the detector, we needed to use generated tweets close in
meaning to the original tweet, whereby the context for the replies
stays the same or is relatively similar. Firstly, we fine-tuned our
generic model on the respective datasets and used each processed
tweet we were swapping as the user input to generate similar
tweets. For each tweet, a set of 100 successful generations were
produced. We then chose the generation with the highest BERT
Score against the reference tweet as the generation to swap in and
use the generation alongside the original tweet’s metadata as the
input for the detector. As an example, two randomly selected swaps
are shown in Table 3. Since ARGH is a rumor generator, we only
swap on tweets labeled rumors. This technique’s main limitation
is the reliance on BERT Score as the semantic similarity measure
between the two tweets, which is not completely robust. This can
lead to mismatching of the generated rumor and the metadata it
is using. However, since the generation is still a rumor, the crowd
signals that PLAN uses for rumor detection are still relevant, which
is proven by the detection results on just the metadata. Overall, by
testing our generations with metadata from similar contexts, we
can simulate how well they would perform against existing rumor
detection.

𝑔=

6

𝑎𝑐𝑐 (𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙) − 𝑎𝑐𝑐 (𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑)
1 − 𝑎𝑐𝑐 (𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑦)

(1)

DISCUSSION

Improving rumor detection: ARGH provides a novel solution for
filling known gaps in rumor detection research. As rumor detection
is currently confined to established rumor datasets, supervised
detection methods suffer from data scarcity issues, especially for
obscure events. ARGH allows users to populate more samples for
these events, augmenting existing datasets.
We demonstrated in Section 3.8 that we can preserve the rumor
labels of inputs to ARGH. If a user can provide even one labeled
rumor input of an unknown topic, they would be able to extend
their rumor dataset by orders of magnitude. As such, for any new
trending topic, we can use our generator to feed in new potential
rumors and reinforce detectors, providing rich training sets quickly
for unforeseen rumors.
Metrics for evaluating generated text: Existing evaluation
methods for NLG consist of three categories; human-centric evaluation, untrained automatic metrics, and machine-learned metrics
[6]. For our experiments, we utilize all three categories to evaluate
generated rumors from ARGH. Each of these methods has its own
limitations, which make it difficult to validate our results extensively. Human-centric evaluation is expensive, time-consuming to
run, and recruitment systems, such as MTurk, have issues maintaining quality control. Although we tried to minimize these issues
through careful screening of the survey results, human evaluation
is inconsistent due to the individuals varying exposure to the context of rumor detection [47]. We have also demonstrated a lack of
robustness with both our untrained automatic metrics (FRES, SBS)
and machine-learned metrics (RoBERTa, BERT Score), as discussed
in Section 4. To the best of our knowledge, a sound and robust metric for text quality that highly correlates with the human judgement
within the NLP field does not yet exist; automated assessment of
quality is subject to error until one is devised.

5.3.3 Evaluation: We test our rumor generator against the postlevel attention (PLAN) model presented in [17]. While they also
produced other variants (StA-PLAN, sTA-HiTPLAN, etc.), PLAN
performed the best on the Twitter16 dataset, which we used for
training the model. Unfortunately, PLAN requires each tweet to
have a corresponding response to determine whether it could be a
rumor or not (i.e., post-level).
Table 4 shows the result of rumor detection using PLAN [17].
For both datasets (i.e., PHEME and Twitter16), we observed an
improvement in lowering the detection rate using our generated
rumors. We also confirmed a statistical difference between the original and generated rumors using Fisher’s Exact Test on all datasets
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Table 3: Random samples of generated rumors for swapping.
Original Rumor
White House: Obama awaiting chance to speak with
Harper about Ottawa shooting
STORY: Prince to reportedly play a pop up show in
Toronto TONIGHT

Generated Rumor
White House: Obama will speak with Prime Minister Harper
about the shooting. Hope he will speak with the PM
"Prince reportedly plays a show tonight in Toronto."

BERT Score
0.930525
0.929208

Table 4: Comparing Original, Generated and Empty datasets for rumor detection.

Correct
Incorrect
Accuracy

Original
1784
188
90.47%

PHEME
Generated
281
36
88.64%

Empty
1623
349
84.42%

Original
130
24
84.42%

Twitter16
Generated
128
26
83.12%

Machine text detector: Machine-generated text is difficult
to distinguish from human-written text [15], which has driven
the need for machine text detectors such as RoBERTa (Section
3.4.5). However, its performance over shorter and noisy text such as
microblog posts is limited [39]. This diminished accuracy results in a
reduced ability for these models to meet the required task, allowing
rumor generators such as ours to proliferate misinformation with
an inexhaustible capacity compared to human actors. Alongside
developing better rumor detectors, developing better machine text
detectors should also become an urgent priority.
Other transformers: GPT-2 has been used widely in the research community due to its robust performance in high-quality
text generations [5, 19, 22, 25]. However, other transformers exist,
such as CTRL [16] and XLNet [43]. While those alternative transformers could be used, we found GPT-2 to be more widely accessible
while providing agnostic fine-tuning capabilities. In addition, the
GPT-3 transformer was made publicly available in June 2020 [4],
which is an extension of GPT-2 with enhanced NLP-related tasks.12
Lack of rumor detection models accessibility: There are
various rumor detection models in contemporary literature. However, their models are often difficult to implement and replicate their
results (e.g., dataset transformation is missing or unclear, provided
code does not compile, etc.), not to mention their lack of accessibility in some cases. Each section of the implementation pipeline
is often highly-specified, where one missing or failed component
renders the whole model unusable. Thus, we have only been able
to evaluate our results using PLAN [17]; future work will involve
exploring other rumor detection models as they become available.
Ethical Concerns and Implications: As evidenced by our results, our generative model is able to outperform the state-of-the-art
PLAN detection model and subvert the human capacity for rumor
recognition. As described in our discussion, a superior generative
model has the potential to accelerate training and development of
superior detection models. The creation of performant generative
models entails important ethical considerations as these models can
be utilised in a malicious capacity by bad actors; intentionally producing rumors for the purpose of spreading misinformation. This
is an inherent risk posed by a generative model that outperforms

Empty
118
36
76.62%

Original
1914
212
90.03%

All
Generated
409
62
86.84%

Empty
1741
385
81.89%

detection models. However, we believe that the ability to rapidly
generate training data in an automated fashion enables a degree of
performance increase in detection models that justifies this risk. In
consideration of these implications, while we have made a demonstration available via GitHub, we have not published the codebase
and datasets used in producing the generative model.

7

CONCLUSION

The spread of rumor is becoming more prevalent, causing a significant impact on our daily lives. Many rumor detection techniques
are presented but fail to achieve high performance when out-ofdomain rumors are presented. Further, our user study found that
humans are more susceptible to believing rumors, causing higher
polarization and antisocial behaviors. In this paper, we proposed
an automated rumor generator ARGH that can be customized to generate highly evasive rumors. This has achieved an overall 18.87%
accuracy drop by humans, and 17.62% accuracy drop by the stateof-the-art rumor detection model PLAN, respectively. Our results
highlighted some key issues: (1) there is a need for improving existing rumor detection models in their performance on out-of-domain
rumors, (2) we cannot rely on the public to distinguish rumors effectively, and (3) as generated rumors successfully penetrate human
perceptions; rumor detection models relying on people’s stance
may be affected significantly (e.g., a false rumor may be labeled as
true rumor or unverified). To overcome these issues, ARGH efficiently
generates highly evasive synthetic rumor datasets with customizable topics to align with currently trending topics that can improve
the performance of rumor detection models and better understand
how evasive rumors are generated and spread. Our findings provide useful insights to construct a more robust rumor detection
framework that could effectively work against out-of-domain and
highly evasive rumors.
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